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(54) SENSOR ELEMENT AND ANGULAR VELOCITY SENSOR

(57) In a piezoelectric body of a sensor element, two
first arms extend alongside each other from a base part
to a +y side. Two second arms extend alongside each
other from the base part to a -y side. A holding part ex-
tends between the two second arms from the base part
to the -y side and extends out beyond front ends of the
two second arms to the -y side. A mounting part on which
a plurality of element terminals are located is connected
to an end part on the -y side. The holding part includes

a main portion and a connection portion. Where the
length in an x-direction is the width, the main portion ex-
tends from a position between the front ends of the two
second arms to a side where the base part is located,
while maintaining a width not less than a width of a portion
located between the front ends of the two second arms.
The connection portion which is connected to the main
portion and the base part and is broader in width than
the main portion.
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Description

Technical Field]

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a sensor ele-
ment and an angular velocity sensor.

Background Art

[0002] As a sensor element of an angular velocity sen-
sor (gyroscope), a piezoelectric vibration type one is
known (for example Patent Literature 1). A piezoelectric
body of the sensor element of Patent Literature 1 has a
base part, a pair of driving arms extending alongside each
other from the base part, and a pair of detecting arms
extending from the base part to the side opposite to the
pair of driving arms. When the sensor element rotates in
a state where the driving arms are excited, a Coriolis
force is generated and the detecting arms vibrate with
amplitudes corresponding to the angular velocity. Due to
this, an electrical signal corresponding to the angular ve-
locity is generated in the detecting arms.
[0003] Further, the piezoelectric body of the sensor el-
ement of Patent Literature 1 has a support rod which
extends between the pair of detecting arms from the base
part alongside the pair of detecting arms and extends
out beyond the front ends of the detecting arms toward
the side opposite to the base part and a fixed plate which
is connected to the end part of the support rod on the
opposite side to the base part. The base part is supported
by the support rod.
[0004] At the end part on the base part side, the support
rod shown in FIG. 7 (plan view) of Patent Literature 1 has
a portion (constriction) which becomes narrower in width
than the other portions of the support rod. Corner portions
formed by the side surfaces of this constriction and the
surface of the base part from which the support rod ex-
tends are chamfered. Such chamfering generally con-
tributes to reduction of the influence due to residue gen-
erated by etching of the quartz crystal.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0005] Patent Literature 1: Japanese Patent Publica-
tion No. 10-54725

Summary of Invention

[0006] A sensor element according to one aspect of
the present disclosure includes a piezoelectric body and
a plurality of first electrodes and a plurality of second
electrodes. The piezoelectric body, when viewed in a z-
direction in an orthogonal coordinate system xyz, in-
cludes a base part, two first arms, two second arms, a
holding part, and a mounting part. The two first arms ex-
tend alongside each other from the base part toward one

side in a y-direction. The plurality of first electrodes are
located on the two first arms. The two second arms ex-
tend alongside each other from the base part toward the
other side in the y-direction. The plurality of second elec-
trodes are located on the two second arms. The holding
part extends from the base part toward the other side in
the y-direction between the two second arms and ex-
tends out beyond front ends of the two second arms to-
ward the other side in the y-direction. The mounting part
is connected to an end part of the holding part on the
other side in the y-direction. The holding part includes a
main portion and a connection portion. The main portion,
when the length in the x-direction is the width, whose
width is not less than a width of a portion located between
the front ends of the two second arms, extends from a
position between the front ends of the two second arms
toward the base part side. The connection portion is con-
nected to the main portion and the base part and is broad-
er in width than the main portion.
[0007] An angular velocity sensor according to one as-
pect of the present disclosure includes a sensor element
including a piezoelectric body, and a mounting body on
which the sensor element is mounted. The piezoelectric
body, when viewed in a z-direction in an orthogonal co-
ordinate system xyz, includes a base part, two first arms,
two second arms, a holding part, and a mounting part.
The two first arms extend alongside each other from the
base part toward one side in the y-direction. The two
second arms extend alongside each other from the base
part toward the other side in the y-direction. The holding
part extends from the base part toward the other side in
the y-direction between the two second arms and ex-
tends out beyond front ends of the two second arms to-
ward the other side in the y-direction. The mounting part
is connected to an end part of the holding part on the
other side in the y-direction and is fixed to the mounting
body. The holding part includes a main portion and a
connection portion. The main portion, when the length in
the x-direction is the width, whose width is not less than
a width of a portion located between the front ends of the
two second arms, extends from the position between the
front ends of the two second arms toward the base part
side. The connection portion is connected to the main
portion and the base part and is broader in width than
the main portion.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0008]

FIG. 1 is a disassembled perspective view showing
a schematic configuration of an angular velocity sen-
sor according to a first embodiment.
FIG. 2A is a cross-sectional view taken along the IIa-
IIa line in FIG. 1, and FIG. 2B is a cross-sectional
view taken along the IIb-IIb line in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a perspective view showing the configura-
tion of a principal part of a sensor element in the
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angular velocity sensor in FIG. 1.
FIG. 4 is a plan view showing the configuration of
the principal part of the sensor element in FIG. 4.
FIG. 5A is a cross-sectional view taken along the Va-
Va line in FIG. 4, and FIG. 5B is a cross-sectional
view taken along the Vb-Vb line in FIG. 4.
FIG. 6 is a plan view showing a sensor element ac-
cording to a second embodiment.
FIG. 7 is a plan view showing a sensor element ac-
cording to a third embodiment.
FIG. 8 is a plan view showing a sensor element ac-
cording to a fourth embodiment.
FIG. 9 is a plan view showing a sensor element ac-
cording to a fifth embodiment.
FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B are plan views showing mod-
ifications of the shape of a connection portion.

Description of Embodiments

[0009] Below, embodiments of the present disclosure
will be explained with reference to the drawings. The
drawings used in the following explanation are schematic
ones. Ratios among various dimensions in the drawings
do not always coincide with the actual ones. Further,
among the plurality of drawings, ratios among various
dimensions do not always coincide with each other. For
convenience, sometimes hatching will be attached to the
surfaces of layered members (that is the surfaces which
are not cross-sections).
[0010] Further, to each of the drawings, for conven-
ience of explanation, an orthogonal coordinate system
xyz is attached. The orthogonal coordinate system xyz
is defined based on the shape of the sensor element
(piezoelectric body) . That is, an x-axis, y-axis, and z-
axis do not always indicate the electrical axis, mechanical
axis, and optical axis of a crystal. In the angular velocity
sensor and sensor element, any direction may be used
as the "above" or "below". In the following explanation,
however, for convenience, sometimes the "upper sur-
face" or "lower surface" and other terms will be used
where the positive side of the z-direction is the upper
part. Further, when simply referred to as "viewed on a
plane", it means "viewed in the z-direction" unless par-
ticularly explained otherwise.
[0011] For the same or similar configurations, some-
times numbers which are different from each other ("first",
"second") and/or additional notations of alphabetic letters
which are different from each other ("A" and "B") will be
attached such as with the "first driving arm 23A" and "sec-
ond driving arm 23B". Further, in this case, sometimes
the configurations will be simply referred to as the "driving
arms 23" and will not be differentiated.
[0012] In the second and following embodiments, for
configurations which are common or similar to the con-
figurations in the already explained embodiments, the
notations which were attached to the configurations in
the already explained embodiments will be used. Further,
sometimes illustration and explanations will be omitted.

For the configurations corresponding to (similar to) the
configurations in the already explained embodiments,
even in a case where notations which are different from
those for the configurations in the already explained em-
bodiments are attached, they may be the same configu-
rations as those in the already explained embodiments
unless particularly explained otherwise. That is, in the
second and following embodiments, basically only the
portions which are different from those in the already ex-
plained embodiments will be explained.

[First Embodiment]

(Overall Configuration of Angular Velocity Sensor)

[0013] FIG. 1 is a disassembled perspective view
showing a schematic configuration of an angular velocity
sensor 1 (hereinafter, sometimes the "angular velocity"
will be omitted) according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure. FIG. 2A is a cross-sectional view of
the sensor 1 taken along the IIa-IIa line in FIG. 1. FIG.
2B is a cross-sectional view of the sensor 1 taken along
the IIb-IIb line in FIG. 1.
[0014] In the present embodiment, the sensor 1 is con-
figured so as to detect the angular velocity about the y-
axis. The sensor 1, for example, as a whole, is a sche-
matically thin cuboid shaped electronic part. The dimen-
sions thereof may be suitably set. If giving one example
of dimensions according to a relatively small-sized as-
pect, the length of one side when viewed on a plane is 1
mm to 10 mm, and the thickness (z-direction) is 0.5 mm
to 2 mm (however, smaller than the length of a short side
when viewed on a plane).
[0015] The sensor 1 for example has a mounting body
3 having a recessed part 3a formed therein, a sensor
element 5 and electronic element 7 which are accommo-
dated in the recessed part 3a, and a lid 9 closing the
recessed part 3a. The sensor element 5 is the portion
which is directly responsible for detection of the angular
velocity. The electronic element 7 is for example an elec-
tronic part contributing to multiple functionalization of the
sensor 1. The mounting body 3 and lid 9 configure a
package 11 packaging the sensor element 5 (and elec-
tronic element 7).

(Overall Configuration of Sensor Element)

[0016] FIG. 3 is a perspective view showing the con-
figuration of the principal part of the sensor element 5.
FIG. 4 is a plan view (bottom surface view) showing the
configuration of the principal part of the sensor element
5. As will be understood from the direction of the z-axis,
among the upper surface and the lower surface of the
sensor element 5, FIG. 4 shows the lower surface (side
fixed to the mounting body 3).
[0017] The sensor element 5 is a piezoelectric vibration
type one. When used, the sensor element 5 is excited in
the x-direction by utilizing an inverse piezoelectric effect.
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When the sensor element 5 rotates about the y-axis in
this state, a Coriolis force in the z-direction is generated,
so the sensor element 5 vibrates in the z-direction with
an amplitude corresponding to the angular velocity. By
conversion of this vibration to an electrical signal by the
piezoelectric effect, the angular velocity is detected.
[0018] The sensor element 5 according to the present
embodiment may be the same as the sensor element
described in Japanese Patent Publication No.
2015-141184 except for the configuration relating to a
support part 27 which will be explained later. Accordingly,
the content of this publication may be incorporated by
reference. Further, in the explanation of the sensor ele-
ment 5, sometimes explanation of details will be omitted
for configurations other than the support part 27.
[0019] The sensor element 5 has a piezoelectric body
13, first excitation electrodes 15A and second excitation
electrodes 15B (FIG. 3) for supplying voltages to the pi-
ezoelectric body 13, first detecting electrodes 17A (FIG.
3) and second detecting electrodes 17B (FIG. 3) for ex-
tracting electrical signals generated in the piezoelectric
body 13, and element terminals 19 (FIG. 4) for mounting
the sensor element 5 on the mounting body 3.
[0020] Additional notations "A" and "B" of the excitation
electrodes 15 and detecting electrodes 17 are attached
based on the orthogonal coordinate system xyz. Accord-
ingly, as will be explained later, one first excitation elec-
trode 15A and another first excitation electrode 15A do
not always have the same potential. The same is true for
the second excitation electrodes 15B, first detecting elec-
trodes 17A, and second detecting electrodes 17B.
[0021] The excitation electrodes 15, detecting elec-
trodes 17, element terminals 19, and wirings 33 (sche-
matically shown in FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B) connecting them
are configured by conductor layers provided on the sur-
face of the piezoelectric body 13. The material for those
is for example Cu, Al, or another suitable metal. These
conductor layers may be configured by layers made of
mutually different materials which are stacked on each
other as well.

(Piezoelectric Body)

[0022] The piezoelectric body 13 is integrally formed
as a whole. The piezoelectric body 13 may be a single
crystal or may be a polycrystal. Further, the material of
the piezoelectric body 13 may be suitably selected. It is
for example quartz crystal (SiO2), LiTaO3, LiNbO3, or
PZT.
[0023] In the piezoelectric body 13, the electrical axis
or polarization axis (below, sometimes only the polariza-
tion axis will be referred to as representative of the two)
is set so as to coincide with the x-axis. The polarization
axis may be inclined relative to the x-axis within a pre-
determined range (for example 15° or less) as well. Fur-
ther, in a case where the piezoelectric body 13 is a single
crystal, the mechanical axis and optical axis may be
made suitable directions. For example, the mechanical

axis is made substantially parallel to the y-axis and the
optical axis is made substantially parallel to the z-axis.
[0024] The piezoelectric body 13 is for example made
substantially constant in thickness (z-direction) as a
whole. Further, the piezoelectric body 13 is for example
formed substantially in a line symmetrical shape relative
to a not shown symmetrical axis parallel to the y-axis.
Further, the piezoelectric body 13 for example includes
a base part 21, driving arms 23 (first driving arm 23A to
fourth driving arm 23D) and detecting arms 25 (first de-
tecting arm 25A and second detecting arm 25B) which
extend out of the base part 21, and a support part 27
which is connected with the base part 21.
[0025] The two (for example pair of) driving arms 23
are excited in the x-direction by application of voltage
(electric field) . The detecting arms 25 vibrate in the z-
direction due to the Coriolis force and generate electrical
signals corresponding to the angular velocity. The base
part 21 for example contributes to support of the driving
arms 23 and detecting arms 25 and transfer of vibration
from the driving arms 23 to the detecting arms 25. The
support part 27 for example contributes to support of the
base part 21 and mounting of the sensor element 5 onto
the mounting body 3. The specific configurations of these
are for example as follows.

(Base Part, Driving Arms, and Detecting Arms)

[0026] The base part 21 is for example formed in a
substantially cuboid shape so as to linearly extend in the
x-direction with a constant width.
[0027] The pluralities of driving arms 23 extend along-
side (for example in parallel to) each other in the same
directions (to the +y side) as each other. The front ends
of them are made free ends. The number of the driving
arms 23 is for example an even number (four in the
present embodiment).
[0028] The shape of each of the driving arms 23 when
viewed on a plane is for example a so-called hammer
shape. That is, the driving arm 23 has a body portion 23a
which extends from the base part 21 to the +y side with
a constant width and a broad width portion 23b which is
positioned at the front end of the body portion 23a and
is broader in width (x-direction) than the body portion
23a. Due to this, the mass of the driving arm 23 is secured
at the front end. In turn, it becomes possible to improve
the sensitivity while reducing the size.
[0029] More specifically, in the inner side driving arms
23 (second driving arm 23B and third driving arm 23C)
among the four driving arms 23, the broad width portions
23b for example spread to the inner side relative to the
body portions 23a. In the outer side driving arms 23 (first
driving arm 23A and fourth driving arm 23D) among the
four driving arms 23, the broad width portions 23b for
example spread to the outer sides relative to the body
portions 23a.
[0030] Regarding the distance between the pair of driv-
ing arms 23 (second driving arm 23B and third driving
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arm 23C) which are positioned on the two sides of a not
shown center line of the piezoelectric 13 and closest with
respect to the center line, due to provision of the broad
width portions 23b as described above, the distance at
the side of the front ends (lateral sides of the broad width
portions 23b) becomes shorter than the distance at the
side of the roots (lateral sides of the body portions 23a).
[0031] Unlike the example shown, in each of the driving
arms 23, the broad width portion 23b may spread to both
sides relative to the body portion 23a as well. Further, in
each of the driving arms 23, the broad width portion 23b
need not be provided either.
[0032] When the driving arms 23 become larger in the
x-direction (excitation direction) or z-direction (direction
of the Coriolis force), the natural frequencies in the x-
direction or z-direction of the driving arms 23 become
higher. When the driving arms 23 become larger in the
extension direction (y-direction), the natural frequencies
in the x-direction or z-direction of the driving arms 23
become lower. Accordingly, for example, the ratios of the
dimensions of the widths (x-direction) and lengths (y-di-
rection) of the driving arms 23 may be set so that the
natural frequencies in the excitation direction (x-direc-
tion) of the driving arms 23 become closer to the frequen-
cy of exciting the driving arms 23. Further, the shapes
and dimensions of the xz cross-sections of the driving
arms 23 may be for example set so that the natural fre-
quencies in the x-direction of the driving arms 23 and the
natural frequencies in the z-direction thereof become
closer.
[0033] The plurality of detecting arms 25 extend along-
side (for example in parallel to) each other to an opposite
direction (-y side) to the direction in which the pluralities
of driving arms 23 extend. The front ends of the plurality
of detecting arms 25 are formed as free ends. The
number of the detecting arms 25 is for example an even
number (two in the present embodiment).
[0034] The shape of each detecting arm 25 when
viewed on a plane is for example made a hammer shape
in the same way as the driving arms 23. That is, the de-
tecting arm 25 has a body portion 25a which extends
from the base part 21 to the -y side with a constant width
and a broad width portion 25b which is positioned at the
front end of the body portion 25a and is broader in width
(x-direction) than the body portion 25a. Due to this, the
mass of the detecting arm 25 is secured at the front end.
In turn, it becomes possible to improve the sensitivity
while reducing the size.
[0035] More specifically, the broad width portion 25b
for example spreads to the both side directions (+x di-
rection and -x direction) in the x-direction relative to the
body portion 25a. Due to this, regarding the distance be-
tween two (for example a pair of) detecting arms 25, the
distance at the side of the front ends (lateral sides of the
broad width portions 25b) becomes shorter than the dis-
tance at the side of the roots (lateral sides of the body
portions 25a). However, unlike the example shown, the
broad width portion 25b may spread to only one side in

the x-direction (for example outer side of the pair of de-
tecting arms 25) relative to the body portion 25a as well.
Further, the broad width portion 25b need not be provided
either.
[0036] Each detecting arm 25 (for example the body
portion 25a in each detecting arm 25) is for example
shaped formed with one or a plurality of (four in the ex-
ample shown) slits (notation omitted) which penetrate
through the detecting arm 25 in the z-direction and extend
in the y-direction. From another viewpoint, each detecting
arm 25 has a plurality of (five in the example shown)
divided arms 25c which extend alongside each other. By
the detecting arm 25 having the plurality of divided arms
25c, for example, as will be understood from the expla-
nation given later, the number of detecting electrodes 17
arranged is increased and detection sensitivity can be
improved.
[0037] When the detecting arms 25 become large in
the x-direction (excitation direction) or z-direction (direc-
tion of the Coriolis force), the natural frequencies in the
x-direction or z-direction of the detecting arms 25 become
higher. When the detecting arms 25 become large in the
extension direction (y-direction), the natural frequencies
in the x-direction and z-direction of the detecting arms
25 become lower. Accordingly, for example, the ratios of
the dimensions of the thicknesses (z-direction) and
lengths (y-direction) of the detecting arms 25 may be set
to that the natural frequencies in the z-direction of the
detecting arms 25 become closer to the frequency of ex-
citing the driving arms 23. Further, for example, the ratios
of the dimensions of the widths (x-direction) and
lengths(y-direction) of the detecting arms 25 may be set
so that the natural frequencies in the x-direction of the
detecting arms 25 are separated from the frequency of
exciting the driving arm 23. In the example shown, as a
result of setting as described above, the width of the de-
tecting arm 25 is made larger than the width of the driving
arm 23 and the thickness of the detecting arm 25 (driving
arm 23).

(Support Part)

[0038] The support part 27 for example has a holding
part 29 which extends from the base part 21 and a mount-
ing part 31 which is connected to the end part of the
holding part 29 on the opposite side to the base part 21.
By the mounting part 31 being fixed to the mounting body
3, the base part 21 is supported upon the mounting body
3 through the mounting part 31 and holding part 29. The
base part 21 is not supported at its two ends upon the
mounting part 31, but is supported through the holding
part 29 upon the mounting part 31. Therefore, for exam-
ple, even if stress is generated in the mounting part 31
due to a difference of thermal expansion between the
mounting part 31 and the mounting body 3, the stress is
not easily transferred to the base part 21.
[0039] The holding part 29 for example extends be-
tween the pair of detecting arms 25 from the base part
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21 to the -y side alongside (for example in parallel to) the
detecting arms 25. The holding part 29 is longer than the
detecting arms 25 and extends out beyond the front ends
of the detecting arms 25 to the -y side.
[0040] The holding part 29 for example, in the example
shown, has a main portion 29a configuring most of the
holding part 29 and a connection portion 29b connecting
the main portion 29a and the base part 21. The width (x-
direction) of the connection portion 29b is made broader
than the main portion 29a. Due to this, the strength at
the position of connection of the holding part 29 and the
base part 21 is improved.
[0041] The main portion 29a, for example, when
viewed on a plane, has schematically a long shape so
as to linearly extend from the mounting part 31 to the
base part 21 with a constant width (x-direction). In other
words, the main portion 29a extends from a portion be-
tween the front ends of the pair of detecting arms 25 up
to the connection portion 29b while maintaining a width
not less than about the same width as that of the portion
positioned between the front ends (broad width portions
25b) of the pair of detecting arm 25. That is, the main
portion 29a (holding part 29) does not have a portion
(constriction) which becomes narrower in width on the
base part 21 side. The shape of the transverse plane (xz
cross-section) of the main portion 29a is for example rec-
tangular.
[0042] The connection portion 29b for example has a
portion which extends in the y-direction with a constant
width broader than the width of the main portion 29a.
That is, the connection portion 29b has a rectangular
portion when viewed on a plane. The rectangle may be
a square or an oblong which is longer in any of the x-
direction and y-direction. The shape of the transverse
plane (xz cross-section) of the connection portion 29b is
for example rectangular.
[0043] The dimensions of the main portion 29a and
connection portion 29b may be suitably set. For example,
the widths of these may be made the largest sizes as
long as the holding part 29 and the pair of detecting arms
25 do not abut against each other due to vibration for
detecting the angular velocity or other reasons. Specifi-
cally, for example, the width of the holding part 29 may
be set to a length obtained by subtracting displacements
in the x-direction of the pair of detecting arms 25 envi-
sioned when they are normally used and a predetermined
margin from the distance between the pair of detecting
arms 25. At this time, it may be considered that the dis-
tance between the pair of detecting arms 25 and/or the
displacements of the pair of detecting arms 25 differ ac-
cording to the position of the main portion 29a and the
position of the connection portion 29b in the y-direction.
[0044] Specifically, the width of the main portion 29a
is less than 1 time the distance between the front ends
(broad width portions 25b) of the pair of detecting arms
25. Further, for example, the width of the main portion
29a may be made 1/3 or more or 2/5 or more of the dis-
tance between the front ends of the pair of detecting arms

25. Further, the width of the connection portion 29b may
be less than 1 time the distance between the root side
portions (body portions 25a) of the pair of detecting arms
25. For example, the width of the connection portion 29b
may be made less than 1 time or 1 or more times the
distance between the front ends of the pair of detecting
arms 25. For example, the width of the connection portion
29b may be set to 1.1 times or more the distance between
the front ends of the pair of detecting arms 25. Further,
the width of the connection portion 29b and the width of
the main portion 29a may be suitably set from the view-
point of the relative sizes of the two. For example, the
width of the connection portion 29b may be made 1.1
times to 2 times the width of the main portion 29a.
[0045] As explained above, the thickness (z-direction)
of the piezoelectric body 13 is basically constant over the
piezoelectric body 13 as a whole. The thicknesses of the
main portion 29a and the connection portion 29b are the
same as each other.
[0046] The mounting part 31 is for example formed in
a frame shape extending at the peripheries of the base
part 21, driving arms 23, and detecting arms 25. In the
present embodiment, the frame is an annular shape sur-
rounding the base part 21, driving arms 23, and detecting
arms 25. The annular shape is for example substantially
rectangular. The mounting part 31 has a detection side
extending portion 31a which extends in the x-direction
(for example in parallel to the x-direction) on the detecting
arm 25 side (-y side), a pair of lateral side extending por-
tions 31b which extend in the y-direction (for example in
parallel to the y-direction) and face each other in the x-
direction, and a driving side extending portion 31c which
extends in the x-direction (for example in parallel to the
x-direction) on the driving arm 23 side (+y side). The four
corners of the rectangle may be grasped as the end parts
of the detection side extending portion 31a or the driving
side extending portion 31c or may be grasped as the end
parts of the pair of lateral side extending portions 31b.
The holding part 29 connects the base part 21 and the
detection side extending portion 31a.
[0047] The size of the mounting part 31 (lengths etc.
of the long sides and short sides) may be suitably set.
For example, the mounting part 31 may be separated
from the driving arms 23 and detecting arms 25 by suit-
able distances so as not to abut against these arms due
to vibration for detecting the angular velocity or other rea-
sons while being made as small as possible. The lateral
side extending portions 31b are for example longer than
the detection side extending portion 31a and driving side
extending portion 31c. However, the lengths of the two
may be made equal and the relative lengths may be re-
versed from the example shown.
[0048] The shape of the transverse plane of the mount-
ing part 31 (each extending portion) is for example sub-
stantially rectangular over the whole length of the mount-
ing part 31. The thickness (z-direction) of the mounting
part 31 is for example constant over the whole length of
the mounting part 31. The width of the mounting part 31
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is for example constant in each extending portion (each
side) . Further, in the example shown, the widths of the
lateral side extending portions 31b become larger than
the width of the detection side extending portion 31a, and
the width of the detection side extending portion 31a be-
comes larger than the driving side extending portion 31c.
However, the width may change in each extending por-
tion and/or the relative sizes of the widths of the sides
may be made different from those described above.

(Element Terminals)

[0049] The number of the element terminals 19 may
be suitably set in accordance with the configuration of
the sensor element 5. In the present embodiment, a case
where provision is made of six element terminals 19 in
total, i.e., two element terminals 19 receiving as input
driving signals which are supplied to the excitation elec-
trodes 15, two element terminals 19 which output the
detection signals from the detecting electrodes 17, and
two element terminals 19 given the reference potential,
is illustrated.
[0050] The two element terminals 19 for the reference
potential, for example, although not particularly shown,
are connected at the base part 21 etc. to a shield-use
wiring which is arranged between a driving signal-use
wiring 33 and a detection signal-use wiring 33. Such el-
ement terminals 19 and wiring for reference potential use
may be omitted as well. Further, the wiring for the refer-
ence potential use in the base part 21 may be made the
same as that disclosed in Japanese Patent Publication
No. 2015-141183. The content of this publication may be
incorporated by reference.
[0051] The element terminals 19 are for example pro-
vided on the lower surface (surface on the -z side) of the
mounting part 31. The positions, shapes, and sizes of
the plurality of element terminals 19 when viewed on a
plane may be suitably set. In the example shown, the six
element terminals 19 are arranged separated from the
four corners of the mounting part 31 in the pair of lateral
side extending portions 31b. In other words, all element
terminals 19 are positioned closer to the +y side than the
detection side extending portion 31a and closer to the -y
side than the driving side extending portion 31c. In more
detail, for example, all element terminals 19 are posi-
tioned between the front ends of the driving arms 23 and
the front ends of the detecting arms 25 in the y-direction.
Further, the plurality of element terminals 19 are for ex-
ample schematically arranged line symmetrical relative
to a symmetrical axis parallel to the x-axis and a sym-
metrical axis parallel to the y-axis which pass through
the center of gravity of the sensor element 5. Each ele-
ment terminal 19 is for example formed in a rectangular
shape so as to have a width about the same as the widths
of the lateral side extending portions 31b or a width some-
what smaller than the latter.

(Excitation Electrodes)

[0052] FIG. 5A is a cross-sectional view taken along
the Va-Va line in FIG. 4. However, as understood from
the direction of the x-axis, between FIG. 4 and FIG. 5A,
the relationships of positive/negative of the x-axis and
left/right directions on the drawing sheet are inverse.
[0053] The excitation electrodes 15 (notation is at-
tached to the fourth driving arm 23D on the right side on
the drawing sheet) are layered conductors which are
formed on the surfaces of the driving arms 23. A first
excitation electrode 15A, in each of the driving arms 23,
is provided on each of the upper surface and lower sur-
face (surface on the +z side and surface on the -z side) .
On the other hand, a second excitation electrode 15B, in
each of the driving arm 23, is provided on each of the
side surfaces (surface on the +x side and surface on the
-x side).
[0054] Each excitation electrode 15 is for example pro-
vided so as to cover most of each surface of the body
portion 23a in the driving arm 23 (see FIG. 3 and FIG. 4
as well). However, at least one of the first excitation elec-
trode 15A and the second excitation electrode 15B (first
excitation electrode 15A in the present embodiment) is
formed smaller in the width direction than each surface
so that these excitation electrodes do not short-circuit
with each other. Further, portions on the root side and
front end side of the body portions 23a may be made
positions where the excitation electrodes 15 are not ar-
ranged.
[0055] In each of the driving arms 23, the two first ex-
citation electrodes 15A are for example rendered the
same potentials as each other. For example, the two first
excitation electrodes 15A are connected to each other
by a wiring 33 on the piezoelectric body 13. Further, in
each of the driving arms 23, the two second excitation
electrodes 15B are for example rendered the same po-
tentials as each other. For example, the two second ex-
citation electrodes 15B are connected to each other by
a wirings 33 on the piezoelectric body 13.
[0056] In such an arrangement and connection rela-
tionships of the excitation electrodes 15, if voltage is sup-
plied between the first excitation electrodes 15A and the
second excitation electrodes 15B, for example, in the
driving arms 23, an electric field going from the upper
surface toward the pair of side surfaces (both sides in
the x-direction) and an electric field going from the lower
surface toward the pair of side surfaces are generated.
On the other hand, the polarization axis matches with the
x-direction. Accordingly, when focusing on the compo-
nents in the x-direction of the electric fields, in the driving
arm 23, the orientation of the electric field and the orien-
tation of the polarization axis match in one side portion
of the x-direction, while the orientation of the electric field
and the orientation of the polarization axis become in-
verse to each other in the other side portion.
[0057] As a result, single side portions of the driving
arms 23 in the x-direction contract in the y-direction, and
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the other side portions extend in the y-direction. Further,
the driving arms 23 flex to one side in the x-direction like
a bimetal. If voltages supplied to the first excitation elec-
trodes 15A and second excitation electrodes 15B are in-
verted, the driving arms 23 flex to inverse directions. If
an AC voltage is supplied to the first excitation electrodes
15A and the second excitation electrodes 15B, the driving
arms 23 vibrate in the x-direction.
[0058] Although not particularly shown, one or more
recessed grooves extending along the long directions of
the driving arms 23 may be provided in the upper surfaces
and/or lower surfaces of the driving arms 23, and the first
excitation electrodes 15A may be provided over the in-
teriors of the recessed grooves. In this case, the first ex-
citation electrodes 15A and the second excitation elec-
trodes 15B face each other in the x-axis direction while
sandwiching the wall portions of the recessed grooves
therebetween, therefore the efficiency of excitation is im-
proved. A recessed groove may be configured by a plu-
rality of recessed portions arranged in the long direction
of the driving arm 23 as well.
[0059] Between two of the driving arms 23 which are
adjacent to each other (two of the first driving arm 23A
and second driving arm 23B or two of the third driving
arm 23C and fourth driving arm 23D), the first excitation
electrodes 15A are given the same potentials as each
other, and the second excitation electrodes 15B are given
the same potentials as each other. The excitation elec-
trodes 15 which should be rendered the same potentials
are for example connected to each other by the wirings
33 on the piezoelectric body 13.
[0060] In such connection relationships, if applying AC
voltage between the first excitation electrodes 15A and
the second excitation electrodes 15B, voltages having
the same phases as each other are supplied to the two
driving arms 23 which are adjacent to each other, there-
fore the driving arms vibrate so as to flexurally deform to
the same orientations as each other in the x-direction.
The two driving arms 23 which are adjacent to each other
may be grasped as corresponding to ones divided from
one driving arm. Although not particularly shown, the two
driving arms 23 which are adjacent to each other may be
integrally formed to become one at their root portions as
well.
[0061] Between the pair of driving arms 23 which are
line symmetrically arranged (a pair configured by the first
driving arm 23A and fourth driving arm 23D or a pair
configured by the second driving arm 23B and third driv-
ing arm 23C), the first excitation electrodes 15A and the
second excitation electrodes 15B are rendered the same
potentials. The excitation electrodes 15 which must be
rendered the same potentials as each other are for ex-
ample connected with each other by the wirings 33 on
the piezoelectric body 13.
[0062] In such connection relationships, if applying AC
voltage between the first excitation electrodes 15A and
the second excitation electrodes 15B, the pair of driving
arms 23 which are line symmetrically arranged are sup-

plied with voltages having inverse phases to each other,
therefore they vibrate so as to flexurally deform in inverse
orientations from each other (line symmetrically) in the
x-direction.

(Detecting Electrodes)

[0063] FIG. 5B is a cross-sectional view taken along
the Vb-Vb line in FIG. 4. However, as understood from
the direction of the x-axis, between FIG. 4 and FIG. 5B,
the relationships of positive/negative of the x-axis and
left/right directions on the drawing sheet are inverse.
[0064] The detecting electrodes 17 (notation is at-
tached to the divided arms 25c on the right side on the
drawing sheet) are layered conductors which are formed
on the surfaces of the detecting arms 25 (divided arms
25c). The detecting electrodes 17 are provided on each
divided arm 25c.
[0065] More specifically, the first detecting electrodes
17A, on each divided arm 25c, are respectively provided
in a region on the +z side in a surface on the -x side (for
example the side closer to +z than the center of the sur-
face, the same is true for the following explanation) and
a region on the -z side in a surface on the +x side. The
second detecting electrodes 17B, on each divided arm
25c, are respectively provided in a region on -z side in
the surface on the -x side and in a region on the +z side
in the surface on the +x side.
[0066] On each side surface of the divided arm 25c,
the first detecting electrode 17A and the second detecting
electrode 17B extend along the divided arm 25c at a suit-
able interval so as not to short-circuit with each other.
The detecting electrodes 17 extend over substantially
the whole length of the divided arm 25c. In each divided
arm 25c, the two first detecting electrodes 17A are con-
nected with each other, and the two second detecting
electrodes 17B are connected with each other. The con-
nections are for example made by the wirings 33 on the
piezoelectric body 13.
[0067] In such an arrangement and connection rela-
tionships of the detecting electrodes 17, if the divided
arms 25c flexurally deform in the z-axis direction, for ex-
ample, an electric field parallel to the z-axis direction is
generated. That is, on each side surface of the divided
arms 25c, voltage is generated between the detecting
electrode 17A and the detecting electrode 17B. The ori-
entation of the electric field is determined by the orienta-
tion of the polarization axes and the orientation of the flex
(-z side or +z side). The orientations of the electric fields
are inverse to each other between the -x side and the +x
side of the divided arms 25c. These voltages (electric
fields) are output to the first detecting electrodes 17A and
second detecting electrodes 17B. When the divided arms
25c vibrate in the z-direction, the voltages are detected
as AC voltage. Among electric fields, the electric fields
parallel to the z-direction as described above may be
dominant or a ratio of electric fields which are parallel to
the x-direction and have inverse orientations to each oth-
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er between the -z side and the +z side of the divided arms
25c may be larger unlike the above. In any case, voltages
in accordance with the flexural deformation of the divided
arms 25c in the z-axis direction are generated between
the first detecting electrodes 17A and the second detect-
ing electrodes 17B.
[0068] Among the plurality of divided arms 25c in each
detecting arm 25, the first detecting electrodes 17A are
connected with each other and the second detecting
electrodes 17B are connected with each other. The con-
nections are for example made by the wirings 33 on the
piezoelectric body 13. In such connection relationships,
if the plurality of divided arms 25c flexurally deform so
as to bend to the same sides as each other in the z-
direction, signals detected in the plurality of divided arms
25c are added.
[0069] Between the two detecting arms 25, the first de-
tecting electrodes 17A and the second detecting elec-
trodes 17B are connected. The connections are for ex-
ample made by the wirings 33 on the piezoelectric body
13. In such connection relationships, if the two detecting
arms 25 flexurally deform so as to bend to inverse sides
to each other in the z-direction, the signals detected in
the two detecting arms 25 are added.

(Wirings)

[0070] The plurality of wirings 33 connect the excitation
electrodes 15 and the detecting electrodes 17 as ex-
plained above. Further, the plurality of wirings 33 connect
four sets of electrodes in total, comprised of the excitation
electrodes 15 which are divided into two sets from a view-
point of potentials and the detecting electrodes 17 divided
into two sets from a viewpoint of potentials, to the four
element terminals 19 (FIG. 4) respectively.
[0071] Although not particularly shown, by suitable ar-
rangement of the plurality of wirings 33 on the upper sur-
faces, lower surfaces, and/or side surfaces of various
parts in the piezoelectric body 13, the connections ex-
plained above can be realized without short-circuiting
with each other in a mode where the entireties of wirings
33 are provided on the surfaces of the piezoelectric body
13. However, three-dimensional interconnect portions
may be formed by providing an insulation layer on the
wirings 33 positioned on the piezoelectric body 13 and
providing the other wirings 33 above the same.

(Driving Circuit and Detecting Circuit)

[0072] As shown in FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B, a driving cir-
cuit 103 supplying voltages to the excitation electrodes
15 is connected to the excitation electrodes 15 through
two element terminals 19 not shown here. Further, a de-
tecting circuit 105 detecting the electrical signals from
the detecting electrodes 17 is connected to the detecting
electrodes 17 through two element terminals 19 not
shown here.
[0073] The combination of the sensor element 5 (or

angular velocity sensor 1) and the driving circuit 103 and
detecting circuit 105 may be considered to configure the
angular velocity sensor 51. The driving circuit 103 and
detecting circuit 105 configure a control circuit 107 as a
whole. The control circuit 107 is for example configured
by an IC (integrated circuit). Such an IC may be mounted
on the mounting body 3 to be packaged together with the
sensor element 5 or may be mounted on a not shown
circuit board or the like on which the sensor 1 is mounted
and be connected with the sensor element 5 through the
circuit board and mounting body 3.
[0074] The driving circuit 103 is for example configured
including an oscillation circuit and amplifier and supplies
an AC voltage having a predetermined frequency be-
tween the first excitation electrodes 15A and the second
excitation electrodes 15B. The frequency may be deter-
mined in advance in the angular velocity sensor 51 or
may be designated from an external apparatus or the like.
[0075] The detecting circuit 105, for example, is con-
figured including an amplifier and wave detecting circuit,
detects a potential difference between the first detecting
electrode 17A and the second detecting electrode 17B,
and outputs an electrical signal in accordance with the
detection result to an external apparatus or the like. More
specifically, for example, the potential difference de-
scribed above is detected as the AC voltage, and the
detecting circuit 105 outputs a signal in accordance with
the amplitude of the detected AC voltage. The angular
velocity is identified based on this amplitude. Further, the
detecting circuit 105 outputs a signal in accordance with
a phase difference between the applied voltage of the
driving circuit 103 and the electrical signal which was
detected. The orientation of rotation is identified based
on this phase difference.

(Explanation of Operation of Sensor Element)

[0076] As explained above, the group of the first driving
arm 23A and second driving arm 23B and the group of
the third driving arm 23C and fourth driving arm 23D are
excited with inverse phases from each other (phases off-
set by 180°) so as to deform to inverse sides to each
other in the direction of excitation (x-direction).
[0077] In this state, if the sensor element 5 rotates
about the y-axis, the driving arms 23 receive the Coriolis
force in the direction (z-direction) perpendicular to the
excitation direction (x-direction) and rotation direction (y-
direction). Due to this, the driving arms 23 vibrate in the
z-direction. Further, the group of the first driving arm 23A
and second driving arm 23B and the group of the third
driving arm 23C and fourth driving arm 23D are excited
with inverse phases from each other, therefore vibrate
so as to flex to inverse sides to each other in the z-direc-
tion.
[0078] The driving arms 23 and the detecting arms 25
are connected by the base part 21. Accordingly, the vi-
brations of the driving arms 23 are transferred through
the base part 21 to the detecting arms 25, so the detecting
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arms 25 also vibrate. Specifically, the first detecting arm
25A vibrates so as to flex to the inverse side to the first
driving arm 23A and second driving arm 23B in the z-
direction. Further, the second detecting arm 25B vibrates
so as to flex to the inverse side to the third driving arm
23C and fourth driving arm 23D in the z-direction. From
another viewpoint, the first detecting arm 25A and the
second detecting arm 25B vibrate so as to flex to inverse
sides to each other in the z-direction. Accordingly, as
explained in the explanation of the connection relation-
ships of the plurality of detecting electrodes 17, the elec-
trical signals generated in the two detecting arms 25 are
added.
[0079] In the above description, the explanation was
given assuming that the vibrations in the z-direction of
the driving arms 23 were transferred to the detecting arms
25. In other words, the explanation was given ignoring
the vibrations in the x-direction of the detecting arms 25.
In actuality, the action also arises of the vibrations in the
x-direction of the driving arms 23 being transferred to the
detecting arms 25 and the detecting arms 25 vibrating in
the x-direction to generate the Coriolis force in the de-
tecting arms 25, whereby the detecting arms 25 vibrate
in the z-direction. In regard to the vibrations in the z-
direction of the detecting arms 25, either of these two
types of actions may be dominant. In the present embod-
iment, basically an aspect where the action of transferring
the vibrations in the z-direction of the driving arms 23 to
the detecting arms 25 is dominant (aspect where the vi-
brations in the x-direction of the detecting arms 25 are
relatively small) will be taken as an example. In such a
case, for example, as already referred to, compared with
the difference among the natural frequency in the x-di-
rection of the driving arm 23, the natural frequency in the
z-direction of the driving arm 23, and the natural frequen-
cy in the z-direction of the detecting arm 25, the difference
of the natural frequency in the x-direction of the detecting
arm 25 relative to the former natural frequencies may be
made larger.

(Electronic Element)

[0080] The electronic element 7 shown in FIG. 1 and
FIG. 2A may be made suitable one. For example, the
electronic element 7 may be made a thermistor or another
temperature sensor and/or may be an IC including the
driving circuit 103 and detecting circuit 105 explained
above. From another viewpoint, the electronic element
7 may be made one which is not connected with the sen-
sor element 5 or may be one which is connected with the
sensor element 5. Further, in the example shown, one
electronic element 7 is provided. However, a plurality of
electronic elements 7 may be provided as well. In the
sensor 1, the electronic element 7 also need not be pro-
vided.
[0081] In the following explanation, basically, an as-
pect where the electronic element 7 is one which is not
electrically connected with the sensor element 5 (for ex-

ample, a temperature sensor) and the sensor element 5
and the electronic element 7 are electrically connected
through the package 11 with an external apparatus in-
dependently from each other will be taken as an example.

(Mounting Body)

[0082] The mounting body 3 shown in FIG. 1, FIG. 2A,
and FIG. 2B for example has an insulation body 35 which
becomes the main part of the mounting body 3, a plurality
of (six in the example shown) first pads 37 for mounting
the sensor element 5 on the mounting body 3, a plurality
of (two in the example shown) second pads 39 for mount-
ing the electronic element 7 on the mounting body 3, and
a plurality of (eight in the example shown) external ter-
minals 41 for mounting the sensor 1 on a not shown circuit
board or the like.
[0083] The insulation body 35 has the recessed part
3a explained above. The outer shape of the insulation
body 35 and the shape of the recessed part 3a may be
suitably set. In the example shown, the outer shape of
the insulation body 35 is formed as a cuboid shape having
the x-direction as the long direction.
[0084] The shape of the recessed part 3a is substan-
tially a cuboid shape having the x-direction as the long
direction in the same way as the insulation body 35. How-
ever, the bottom surface of the recessed part 3a, in a
region facing the sensor element 5, is further dug down
leaving the regions where the first pads 37 are arranged.
That is, the bottom surface (facing surface 35b) of the
recessed part 3a has a fixed surface 35c to which the
sensor element 5 is fixed and a retracting surface 35d
which is located at a position lower than the fixed surface
35c and faces the most part of the sensor element 5. Due
to this, the sensor element 5 seldom contacts the facing
surface 35b. The recessed part 3a may be grasped as
having a first recessed part (the portion of the fixed sur-
face 35c) and a second recessed part (portion of the re-
tracting surface 35d) which is formed in the bottom sur-
face of the first recessed part.
[0085] The insulation body 35 is, for example, as
shown in FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B, configured by a plurality
of insulation layers 43 (three insulation layers 43A to 43C
in the example shown) stacked on each other. Further,
by formation of one or more openings in part of the insu-
lation layers 43 (43A and 43B) on the upper side (+z
side), the recessed part 3a is formed.
[0086] Each insulation layer 43 is for example config-
ured by a ceramic, resin, or inorganic material in an amor-
phous state or a combination of the same. In FIG. 2A and
FIG. 2B, for convenience, three insulation layers 43 are
shown. However, each insulation layer 43 may be con-
figured by a plurality of insulation layers as well. In the
sensor 1 after completion, a boundary between the insu-
lation layers need not always be identifiable.
[0087] The first pads 37 and second pads 39 are for
example configured by conductive layers which are made
of metal or another conductor and are superposed on
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the facing surface 35b (fixed surface 35c) . The materials,
planar shapes, and various dimensions of the first pads
37 and second pads 39 may be suitably set. The con-
ductive layer may be configured by a plurality of layers
as well.
[0088] The sensor element 5 is for example arranged
so that the plurality of element terminals 19 face the plu-
rality of first pads 37. Further, the plurality of element
terminals 19 and the plurality of first pads 37 are bonded
by a plurality of conductive bumps 45 (FIG. 2A and FIG.
2B) interposed between them. Due to this, the sensor
element 5 is supported upon the mounting body 3 and is
electrically connected to the mounting body 3. The
bumps 45 are for example configured by solder (including
lead-free solder) or conductive adhesive. The conductive
adhesive is for example configured by a conductive filler
mixed into a thermosetting resin.
[0089] As apparent from the above explanation, the
number and arrangement positions of the plurality of first
pads 37 correspond to the number and arrangement po-
sitions of the plurality of element terminals 19. The
shapes and sizes of the first pads 37 may be the same
as or different from the shapes and sizes of the element
terminals 19. Further, the electronic element 7, for ex-
ample, in the same way as the sensor element 5, is bond-
ed through bumps (notation is omitted) with the second
pads 39.
[0090] The external terminals 41 are for example con-
figured by conductor layers which are made of metal or
another conductor and are superposed on the lower sur-
face of the insulation body 35. The materials, planar
shapes, and various dimensions of the external terminals
41 may be suitably set. The conductive layer may be
configured by a plurality of layers as well. Further, the
number and positions of the plurality of external terminals
41 may be suitably set in accordance with the configu-
rations of the sensor element 5 and electronic element
7 and the like. In the example shown, eight external ter-
minals 41 are arranged along the outer edge of the lower
surface of the insulation body 35.
[0091] Among the plurality of external terminals 41,
four external terminals 41 are connected independently
from each other through wiring conductors (notation is
omitted) provided on the surface or in the internal portion
of the insulation body 35 with respect to the four first pads
37. These four first pads 37 are connected independently
from each other through the four element terminals 19
to the two sets of excitation electrodes 15 and two sets
of detecting electrodes 17. Further, the remaining four
external terminals 41 are connected through wiring con-
ductors (notation is omitted) provided on the surface or
in the internal portion of the insulation body 35 to the two
first pads 37 to be given the reference potential and to
the second pads 37 for the electronic element 7.

(Lid)

[0092] The lid 9 is for example configured by metal.

The lid 9 is bonded to the upper surface of the mounting
body 3 by seam welding or the like. Due to this, the interior
of the recessed part 3a is air tightly sealed. The air tightly
sealed interior of the recessed part 3a is for example
evacuated or sealed with a suitable gas (for example
nitrogen). Illustration of the conductive layers (notation
is omitted) shown in FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B which contribute
to bonding of the lid 9 is omitted in FIG. 1.

(Mounting of Sensor)

[0093] The above sensor 1 is for example arranged on
the mounting surface of a not shown circuit board so that
the lower surface of the mounting body 3 is made to face
the mounting surface and is mounted on the circuit board
by bonding of the external terminals 41 to the pads on
the circuit board by solder or the like. On the circuit board,
for example, the already explained driving circuit 103 and
detecting circuit 105 are configured.
[0094] As explained above, the sensor element 5 in
the present embodiment has the piezoelectric body 13,
the plurality of first electrodes (excitation electrodes 15)
and plurality of second electrodes (detecting electrodes
17), and the plurality of element terminals 19 which are
connected to the plurality of excitation electrodes 15 and
the plurality of detecting electrodes 17. The piezoelectric
body 13 has the base part 21, two (for example a pair of)
first arms (first driving arm 23A and fourth driving arm
23D or second driving arm 23B and third driving arm
23C), two (for example a pair of) second arms (detecting
arms 25), the holding part 29, and the mounting part 31.
The pair of driving arms 23 extend alongside each other
from the base part 21 to one side (+y side) in the y-di-
rection and have pluralities of excitation electrodes 15
positioned on them. The pair of detecting arms 25 extend
alongside each other from the base part 21 to the other
side (-y side) in the y-direction and have the pluralities
of detecting electrodes 17 positioned on them. The hold-
ing part 29 extends between the pair of detecting arms
25 from the base part 21 to the -y side and extends out
beyond the front ends of the pair of detecting arms 25 to
the -y side. The mounting part 31 is connected to the end
part on the -y side and has the plurality of element ter-
minals 19 positioned on it. The holding part 29 has the
main portion 29a and connection portion 29b. When the
length in the x-direction is the width, the main portion 29a
extends from the position between the front ends (broad
width portions 25b) of the pair of detecting arms 25 toward
the base part 21 side while maintaining the width not less
than the same degree as the width of the portion posi-
tioned between the front ends of the pair of detecting
arms 25. The connection portion 29b is connected to the
main portion 29a and the base part 21 and is broader in
width than the main portion 29a.
[0095] Accordingly, the strength of the holding part 29
can be raised. Due to this, for example, a possibility of
breakage of the holding part 29 when impact is applied
to the sensor 1 due to dropping or the like is reduced. In
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experiments by the present inventors, when the sensor
element 5 is broken due to shock, the breakage may
occur most at the position where the holding part 29 and
the base part 21 are connected. Accordingly, by improve-
ment of the strength of the connection portion 29b, the
strength of sensor element 5 as a whole is substantially
improved. In the arms (here, detecting arms 25) in the
sensor element 5, displacement becomes larger toward
the front ends (free ends) and/or the width becomes
broader toward the front ends . Accordingly, if the width
is widened over the holding part 29 as a whole, the dis-
tance between the pair of detecting arms 25 must be
made larger in order to suppress contact between the
holding part 29 and the detecting arms 25, therefore it is
disadvantageous for reduction of size. From another
viewpoint, amplitudes of the pair of detecting arms 25
are restricted and/or masses of the front ends of the pair
of detecting arms 25 are restricted, therefore the sensi-
tivity falls . However, the root side (connection portion
29b) of the holding part 29 is made relatively broader
relative to the front end side (main portion 29a) to raise
the strength, therefore this inconvenience is solved. That
is, both reduction of size and improvement of strength
are achieved.
[0096] Further, in the present embodiment, the plural-
ities of excitation electrodes 15 include a plurality of third
electrodes (first excitation electrodes 15A) which are po-
sitioned on the surfaces at the +z side and -z side of each
of the pair of driving arms 23 and a plurality of fourth
electrodes (second excitation electrodes 15B) which are
positioned on the surfaces at the +x side and -x side of
each of the pair of driving arms 23. The first excitation
electrodes 15A positioned on the same driving arm 23
are connected with each other. The second excitation
electrodes 15B positioned on the same driving arm 23
are connected with each other. The pluralities of detect-
ing electrodes 17 include a plurality of fifth electrodes
(first detecting electrodes 17A) which are positioned in
the region on the +z side in the surface on the -x side
and the region on the -z side in the surface on the +x side
in each of the pair of detecting arms 25 and a plurality of
sixth electrodes (second detecting electrodes 17B) which
are positioned in the region on the -z side in the surface
on the -x side and the region on the +z side in the surface
on the +x side in each of the pair of detecting arms 25.
The first detecting electrodes 17A positioned on the same
detecting arm 25 are connected with each other. The
second detecting electrodes 17B positioned on the same
detecting arm 25 are connected with each other. In the
piezoelectric body 13, the base part 21 is connected with
the mounting part 31 by only the holding part 29.
[0097] That is, between the pair of arms (pair of driving
arms 23) having the electrodes corresponding to the vi-
bration in the x-direction and the pair of arms (pair of
detecting arms 25) having the electrodes corresponding
to the vibration in the z-direction, the holding part 29 is
arranged between the latter pair and is not arranged be-
tween the former pair. Accordingly, the amounts of vibra-

tions (x-direction) of the arms to be considered in order
to avoid contact of the holding part 29 and the arms are
small compared with the aspect in which the holding part
29 is arranged between the pair of driving arms 23 (this
aspect is also included in the art according to the present
disclosure) . As a result, for example, it is easy to secure
the width (x-direction) and/or length (y-direction) of the
connection portion 29b without widening the interval of
the pair of arms sandwiching the holding part 29 there-
between, therefore both reduction of size and reinforce-
ment of the strength are easily realized. From another
viewpoint, the necessity of restricting the amplitudes of
the pair of arms sandwiching the holding part 29 is re-
duced, therefore it is easy to improve the sensitivity.
[0098] Further, in the present embodiment, the con-
nection portion 29b has a portion which extends in the
y-direction with a constant width (x-direction).
[0099] Accordingly, for example, torsional deformation
and flexural deformation in the portion on the base part
21 side in the holding part 29 are easily suppressed. As
a result, a change of posture of the base part 21 with
respect to the mounting part 31 is suppressed and in turn
the detection accuracy of the angular velocity is im-
proved.
[0100] Further, in the present embodiment, each of the
pair of detecting arms 25 has the broad width portion 25b
which becomes broader in width than the root side in its
front end. Due to this, the distance between the pair of
detecting arms 25 becomes shorter at the front ends than
the root side. The width of the connection portion 29b of
the holding part 29 is longer than the distance between
the front ends of the pair of detecting arms 25.
[0101] Accordingly, a width which cannot be obtained
if the width of the holding part 29 as a whole is increase
is secured in the connection portion 29b. That is, the
strength of the holding part 29 on the base part 21 side
becomes a strength which cannot be obtained if the width
of the holding part 29 as a whole were increased.
[0102] In the first embodiment, the excitation elec-
trodes 15 are one example of the first electrodes. The
detecting electrodes 17 are one example of the second
electrodes. The driving arms 23 are one example of the
first arms. The detecting arms 25 are one example of the
second arms. The first excitation electrodes 15A are one
example of the third electrodes. The second excitation
electrodes 15B are one example of the fourth electrodes.
The first detecting electrodes 17A are one example of
the fifth electrodes. The second detecting electrodes 17B
are one example of the sixth electrodes.

[Second Embodiment]

[0103] FIG. 6 is a plan view showing a sensor element
205 according to a second embodiment and corresponds
to FIG. 4 of the first embodiment.
[0104] In the sensor element 5 according to the first
embodiment, the holding part 29 extended alongside the
detecting arms 25 from the base part 21 and was con-
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nected to the mounting part 31. Contrary to this, in the
sensor element 205 (piezoelectric body 213) according
to the present embodiment, the holding part 29 extends
alongside the driving arms 23 from the base part 21 and
is connected to the mounting part 31. In this way, the
holding part 29 may be provided not on the detecting arm
25 side, but on the driving arm 23 side.
[0105] However, in the first and second embodiments,
the driving arms 23 are excited in the x-direction and the
detecting arms 25 vibrate in the z-direction due to the
Coriolis force. Therefore, a clearance between the hold-
ing part 29 and the detecting arm 25 in the first embod-
iment can be made smaller than the clearance between
the holding part 29 and the driving arm 23 in the second
embodiment. Consequently, in the first embodiment, the
width (x-direction) and/or length (y-direction) of the con-
nection portion 29b is more easily made larger than that
in the second embodiment.
[0106] In the second embodiment, the excitation elec-
trodes 15 are one example of the second electrodes. The
detecting electrodes 17 are one example of the first elec-
trodes. The driving arms 23 are one example of the sec-
ond arms. The detecting arms 25 are one example of the
first arms.

[Third Embodiment]

[0107] FIG. 7 is a plan view showing a sensor element
305 according to a third embodiment and corresponds
to FIG. 4 of the first embodiment.
[0108] In the sensor element 5 according to the first
embodiment, only one holding part 29 was provided. On
the other hand, in the sensor element 305 (piezoelectric
body 313, support part 327) according to the present em-
bodiment, two holding parts 29 are provided. More spe-
cifically, provision is made of a holding part 29 which
extends alongside the detecting arms 25 from the base
part 21 and of a holding part 29 which extends alongside
the driving arms 23 from the base part 21. That is, in the
present embodiment, the first and second embodiments
are combined.
[0109] In the present embodiment, the base part 21 is
supported by the two holding parts 29, so, for example,
when shock is applied to the sensor element 5, the force
which is added from the base part 21 to the holding part
29 is dispersed to the two holding parts 29. As a result,
the possibility of breakage of the holding part 29 is re-
duced more than that in the first and second embodi-
ments.
[0110] In the first and second embodiments, the effect
is exerted that, compared with the third embodiment, for
example, the stress of the mounting part 31 causes just
displacement of the base part 21 and is not easily trans-
ferred to the internal portion of the base part 21. However,
in the third embodiment as well, compared with an aspect
where the two ends of the base part 21 are connected
to the mounting part 31, the base part 21 is connected
to the holding parts 29 only at the center, therefore the

stress in the mounting part 31 is not easily transferred to
the internal portion of the base part 21.

[Fourth Embodiment]

[0111] FIG. 8 is a plan view showing a sensor element
405 according to a fourth embodiment and corresponds
to FIG. 4 of the first embodiment.
[0112] In the sensor element 5 according to the first
embodiment, the shape of the mounting part 31 was
made an annular shape (specifically, rectangular). On
the other hand, in the sensor element 405 (piezoelectric
body 413, support part 427) according to the present em-
bodiment, a mounting part 431 is not made annular.
[0113] Specifically, the mounting part 431 is shaped
with a portion, which is on the side where the driving arms
23 extend (opposite side to the holding part 29, +y side),
removed from the mounting part 31 according to the first
embodiment. In other words, the mounting part 431 for
example has a detection side extending portion 431a the
same as that in the first embodiment and a pair of lateral
side extending portions 431b which are obtained by re-
moving single portions on the +y side from the pair of
lateral side extending portions 31b in the first embodi-
ment, and does not have the driving side extending por-
tion 31c of the first embodiment. As a result, the mounting
part 431 is broken at the end parts on the +y side of the
pair of lateral side extending portions 431b. In other
words, the end parts on the +y side of the pair of lateral
side extending portions 431b configure the two ends of
the mounting part 431.
[0114] The positions in the y-direction of the end parts
on the +y side of the lateral side extending portions 431b
(from another viewpoint, the lengths of the lateral side
extending portions 431b) may be suitably set. In the ex-
ample shown, the end parts are for example positioned
closer to the -y side than the front ends of the driving
arms 23 in the y-direction. In more detail, for example,
the end parts are positioned between the front ends of
the driving arms 23 and the base part 21. However, unlike
the example shown, the end parts in the y-direction may
be positioned at positions equal to that of the base part
21 or at positions closer to the detection side extending
portion 431a than the base part 21. The element termi-
nals 19 on the +y most side are for example positioned
in the above end parts of the lateral side extending por-
tions 431b.
[0115] In such a configuration, for example, compared
with the first to third embodiments, the sensor element
405 can be reduced in size on the +y side. In the first to
third embodiments, compared with the fourth embodi-
ment, for example, deformations of the pair of lateral side
extending portions 31b relative to each other are restrict-
ed by the driving side extending portion 31c. As a result,
for example, it is expected that change of posture of the
base part 21 with respect to the mounting part 31 is sup-
pressed, so the accuracy of detection of the angular ve-
locity is improved.
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[Fifth Embodiment]

[0116] FIG. 9 is a plan view showing a sensor element
505 according to a fifth embodiment and corresponds to
FIG. 4 of the first embodiment.
[0117] In the sensor element 5 according to the first
embodiment, the shape of the mounting part 31 was
made a shape (frame shape) by combination of the ex-
tending portions (long shapes) . On the other hand, in
the sensor element 505 (piezoelectric body 513, support
part 517) according to the present embodiment, a mount-
ing part 531 is not made a frame shape.
[0118] Specifically, the mounting part 531, for exam-
ple, is made a flat plate shape positioned as a whole on
the side closer to the -y side than the detecting arms 25.
The planar shape of the flat plate shape may be made a
suitable shape. In the example shown, it is rectangular.
The dimensions of the mounting part 531 may be suitably
set. For example, the mounting part 531 has a size large
enough to arrange two or more (three in the example
shown) element terminals 19 in the x-direction and has
a size large enough to arrange two or more element ter-
minals 19 in the y-direction. In the mounting part 531, the
length in the x-direction is for example longer than the
length in the y-direction, and is not more than the length
of the base part 21 in the x-direction.
[0119] In such a configuration, for example, compared
with the first to fourth embodiments, it is easier to reduce
the size of the sensor element 505 in the x-direction. In
the first to fourth embodiments, compared with the fifth
embodiment, for example, reduction of size is easier in
the y-direction. Further, in the first to fourth embodiments,
it is easier to arrange the element terminals 19 separated
from each other in the x-direction and y-direction, there-
fore parallelism of the sensor element 5 with respect to
the facing surface 35b can be improved.

[Modifications of Shape of Connection Portion]

[0120] FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B are plan views showing
modifications of the shape of the connection portion and
correspond to a partially enlarged view of FIG. 4.
[0121] As shown in FIG. 10A, a corner portion formed
by the side surface (surface facing the +x side or -x side)
of the connection portion 151b in the holding part 153
and the surface on the holding part 153 side (surface on
the -y side) of the base part 21 may be chamfered and/or
a corner portion formed by the surface on the main portion
151a side (-y side) of the connection portion 151b and
the side surface (surface facing the +x side or -x side) of
the main portion 151a may be chamfered.
[0122] All of chamfered surfaces may be suitably
shaped. For example, they may be made curved surfaces
(arc shapes when viewed on a plane) as illustrated or
may be made flat surfaces (linear shape when viewed
on a plane) unlike the illustration. Also the radius of cur-
vature of the curved chamfered surface and the inclina-
tion angle of the flat surface shaped chamfered surface

relative to the x-axis and y-axis may be suitably set.
[0123] By the chamfering carried out as described
above, for example, occurrence of a stress concentration
is avoided, the strength of the holding part 153 is im-
proved, and in turn the strength of the sensor element is
improved. Further, it is also made easier to make the
influence of the residue formed due to the anisotropy with
respect to etching of the piezoelectric body equal be-
tween the two sides in the x-direction.
[0124] Further, as shown in FIG. 10B, the connection
portion 151b in the holding part 153 need not have the
portion extending in the y-direction with a constant width
(x-direction) either. In the example shown, the connection
portion 151b is substantially trapezoidal shaped with the
main portion 153a side as the upper bottom side. That
is, the side surface (surface facing the +x side or -x side)
of the connection portion 151b is flat surface shaped (lin-
ear shape when viewed on a plane) so as to be inclined
relative to the y-axis. Although not particularly shown,
the side surfaces of the connection portion 151b, for ex-
ample, other than this, may be made curved surfaces
(curved shapes when viewed on a plane) so as to expand
outward or be recessed inward.
[0125] The sensor element and angular velocity sen-
sor according to the present disclosure are not limited to
the above embodiments and modifications and may be
worked in various embodiments.
[0126] The embodiments and modifications explained
above may be suitably combined. For example, the ar-
rangement of the holding part in the second embodiment
and the shape of the mounting part in the fourth embod-
iment may be combined. In this case, the mounting part,
conversely to the fourth embodiment, may be shaped
broken on the detecting arm side (-y side) . Further, for
example, the arrangement of the holding part in the sec-
ond to third embodiments and the shapes of the holding
part in the modifications may be combined.
[0127] The vibration modes of the driving arms and
detecting arms are not limited to those illustrated in the
embodiments. Further, the axis of the angular velocity
which is detected is not limited to the y-axis. For example,
conversely to the embodiments, the driving arms may be
made to vibrate to inverse sides to each other in the z-
direction, and the rotation about the y-axis may be de-
tected by vibrations of the detecting arms to inverse sides
to each other in the x-direction. Between this mode and
the embodiments, the configurations and connections of
the excitation electrodes and the configurations and con-
nections of the detecting electrodes become inverse.
Further, for example, provision may be made of a pair of
driving arms which extend from the base part to the +y
side, a pair of driving arms which extend from the base
part to the -y side, a detecting arm which extends be-
tween the pair of driving arms on the +y side from the
base part to the +y side, and a holding part which extends
between the pair of driving arms on the -y side from the
base part to the -y side, the driving arms may be made
to vibrate in the x-direction, the base part may be made
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to vibrate in the rotation direction with respect to the po-
sition of connection with the holding part due to the Co-
riolis force in the y-direction which is generated by the
rotation about the z-axis, thereby the detecting arm may
be made to vibrate in the x-direction.
[0128] Further, the driving arms may be made not two
pairs, but one pair or may be made three or more pairs.
Further, the detecting arms may be made not one pair,
but two or more pairs.
[0129] The main portion (29a etc.) of the holding part
need not extend with a constant width over its entirety
either. For example, the main portion may be shaped so
as to gradually become broader in width toward the base
part (21) in a part or whole. In this case as well, it can be
said that the main portion extends from the position be-
tween the front ends of the second arms to the base part
while maintaining a width not less than the width of the
portion positioned between the front ends of the second
arms.
[0130] The main portion as described above and the
connection portion in the modification in FIG. 10B may
be combined as well. In this case, the boundary of the
two need not always be uniquely determined. So long as
the holding part extends from the position between the
front ends of the second arms (for example the detecting
arms 25 in the first embodiment) to the base part while
maintaining a width not less than the width of the portion
positioned between the front ends of the second arms
and so long as the width of the holding part at the position
where the holding part and the base part are connected
is larger than the width of the portion in the holding part
which is positioned between the front ends of the second
arms, the holding part can be said to have a main portion
and connecting portion.
[0131] Further, the holding part may become broader
in width than the width of the portion positioned between
the front ends of the pair of second arms at the portion
where it extends out beyond the front ends of the pair of
second arms to the opposite side to the base part and is
connected to the mounting part (for example 31) .
[0132] In the embodiments, in the length of the holding
part from the base part up to the front ends of the second
arms, the ratio of occupation by the main portion was
made greater than the ratio of occupation by the connec-
tion portion. However, the ratio of occupation by the con-
nection portion may be made longer than the ratio of oc-
cupation by the main portion as well.
[0133] The sensor element or angular velocity sensor
may be configured as a portion of an MEMS (micro elec-
tromechanical system) . In this case, for example, the
piezoelectric body configuring the sensor element may
be mounted on the substrate of the MEMS.

Reference Signs List

[0134] 1... angular velocity sensor, 5... sensor element,
13... piezoelectric body, 15... excitation electrode (first
electrode), 17... excitation electrode (second electrode),

19... element terminal (terminal), 21... base part, 23...
driving arm (first arm), 25... detecting arm (second arm),
29... holding part, and 31... mounting part.

Claims

1. A sensor element comprising:

a piezoelectric body, and
a plurality of first electrodes and a plurality of
second electrodes, wherein
the piezoelectric body, when viewed in a z-di-
rection in an orthogonal coordinate system xyz,
comprises

a base part,
two first arms which extend alongside each
other from the base part to one side in a y-
direction and on which the plurality of first
electrodes are located,
two second arms which extend alongside
each other from the base part to the other
side in the y-direction and on which the plu-
rality of second electrodes are located,
a holding part which extends between the
two second arms from the base part to the
other side in the y-direction and extends out
beyond front ends of the two second arms
to the other side in the y-direction, and
a mounting part which is connected to an
end part of the holding part on the other side
in the y-direction, and,

the holding part, where a length in a x-direction
is a width, comprises

a main portion, whose width is not less than
a width of a portion located between the
front ends of the two second arms, extends
from a position between the front ends of
the two second arms to a side where the
base part is located, and
a connection portion which is connected to
the main portion and the base part and is
broader in width than the main portion.

2. The sensor element according to claim 1, wherein
the plurality of first electrodes comprises

a plurality of third electrodes which are located
on surfaces on a +z side and -z side in each of
the two first arms and
a plurality of fourth electrodes which are located
on surfaces on a +x side and -x side in each of
the two first arms,
the third electrodes located on the same first arm
are connected with each other,
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the fourth electrodes located on the same first
arm are connected with each other,

the plurality of second electrodes comprises

a plurality of fifth electrodes which are located
in a region on the +z side in a surface on the -x
side and a region on the -z side in a surface on
the +x side in each of the two second arms, and
a plurality of sixth electrodes which are located
in a region on the -z side in the surface on the
-x side and a region on the +z side in the surface
on the +x side in each of the two second arms,

the fifth electrodes located on the same second arm
are connected with each other,
the sixth electrodes located on the same second arm
are connected with each other, and,
in the piezoelectric body, the base part is connected
through the holding part to the mounting part.

3. The sensor element according to claim 1 or 2, where-
in the connection portion comprises a portion which
extends in the y-direction with a constant width.

4. The sensor element according to any one of claims
1 to 3, wherein

each of the two second arms comprises a broad
width portion which becomes broader in width
than a root side at the front end, and whereby a
distance between the two second arms be-
comes shorter than the root side at the front
ends, and
a width of the connection portion is longer than
a distance between the front ends of the two
second arms.

5. An angular velocity sensor comprising:

a sensor element comprising a piezoelectric
body, and
a mounting body on which the sensor element
is mounted, wherein
the piezoelectric body, when viewed in a z-di-
rection in an orthogonal coordinate system xyz,
comprises

a base part,
two first arms which extend alongside each
other from the base part to one side in a y-
direction,
two second arms which extend alongside
each other from the base part to the other
side in the y-direction,
a holding part which extends between the
two second arms from the base part to the
other side in the y-direction and extends out

beyond front ends of the two second arms
to the other side in the y-direction, and
a mounting part which is connected to an
end part of the holding part on the other side
in the y-direction and is fixed to the mounting
body, and,

the holding part, where a length in a x-direction
is a width, comprises

a main portion, whose width is not less than
a width of a portion located between the
front ends of the two second arms, extends
from a position between the front ends of
the two second arms to a side where the
base part is located, and
a connection portion which is connected to
the main portion and the base part and is
broader in width than the main portion.

6. The angular velocity sensor according to claim 5,
further comprising:

a driving circuit which excites the two first arms
in the x-direction, and
a detecting circuit which detects signals gener-
ated by vibrations in the z-direction of the two
second arms, wherein
in the piezoelectric body, the base part is con-
nected through the holding part to the mounting
part.
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